DYNAMIC
DESCRIPTION
DYNAMIC is a multipurpose cleaner that does not
contain solvents, caustics or conventional additives
which standard cleaners have. DYNAMIC is
designed to be biologically and environmentally
safe. DYNAMIC has the ability to remove many
types of stains off a variety of surfaces.
APPLICATIONS
DYNAMIC is used to remove stains from surfaces
such as concrete, clay and concrete paving,
ceramic
tiles,
grout,
industrial
painted
surfaces(factory floors), shower doors and vinyl
sheet as examples.
DIRECTIONS
DYNAMIC should at all times be trialed on a small
section of surface to be cleaned to evaluate its
performance or any harmful effect on the surface.
DYNAMIC can be infinitely diluted with water. for
most purposes, DYNAMIC is diluted between 4 and
9 times with water. if in doubt, trial dilutions on an
inconspicuous area before commencing full clean.
GENERAL EXTERNAL SURFACES: For most
applications, wet the surface to be cleaned with
water. While the surface is still wet, spray on an
even layer of DYNAMIC. Brush the DYNAMIC over
the area then high pressure water blast the surface
to remove DYNAMIC and associated stains.
GENERAL INTERNAL SURFACES: For most
applications, a clean wetted (but not saturated) rag
can be used. Spray DYNAMIC onto surface. Wipe
surface until stain is removed then use either a
wet/dry vacuum or rinse with water then dry with
clean, dry cloth. Depending on the amount of
DYNAMIC used, a second rinse with water may be
necessary.
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GROUTS/TILES: Spray on to the surface and using
a wet, stiff nylon brush, scrub surface liberally.
Wet/dry vacuum or rinse with water then dry with
clean, dry cloth.
SHOWER SCREENS: Spray the Dynamic over the
shower screen and wipe in a circular motion using
a wet non abrasive sponge or clean wetted rag.
Wipe until stain disappears then rinse down with
water. Leave to dry. Screen can be rinsed down
whilst in a running shower.
PAINTED SURFACES: DYNAMIC can be diluted 1
to 2 times with water for this application. Follow
GENERAL EXTERNAL SURFACES but water blast
with low pressure or hose. Always perform sample
tests on paint work before proceeding.
If any surface dries out during application or
brooming of the DYNAMIC, re-wet the surface and
continue.
CLEAN UP
Clean up or removal of DYNAMIC is done with
water.
STORAGE
Store all products under cover, in a cool area, away
from foodstuffs, with lids on when not in use.
PACK SIZES
DYNAMIC is sold in packs of 5 litres, 20 litres and
200 litres
TRANSPORT
DYNAMIC is a hazardous good as defined by
WorkSafe Australia.
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